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ABOUT US

1 I ABOUT US

We Invite you to come down to our training sessions, or 
on a Sunday morning to see our youth teams in action.

TRAINING

LOCATION: St Mark’s Academy School, Acacia Road, 
Mitcham CR4 1SF

TIME: 8pm-9.30pm on Wednesday evenings (please 
arrive by 7.45pm to stretch and warm up)

SURFACE: Astro-turf - please wear appropriate footwear

Each player is responsible for their own physical fitness. 
Attendance at training is encouraged and preferable 
but not yet compulsory. However training is likely to 
affect team selection and there may be occasions when 
attendance is required.

HOW TO GET THERE:

TRAIN: Mitcham East elds train station is a  ve minute 
walk from the pitches and trains from from Victoria, 
Clapham Junction and Balham.

When you exit the station, walk up Grove Road with 
theschool on your right. Just after the new building, 
there is a path on your right signposted
‘Entrance to Adventure Playground’ which brings you 
to the pitches.

CAR: Acacia Road is off Tamworth Lane. Drive all the 
way to the end of Acacia Road, with the school on your 
left, follow the road around to the left and you reach 
the entrance to the pitches.

We are an amateur sports team that currently has 7 adult football teams and 5 youth teams (U9, U11, 
U13, U14 and U15s).

Founded in 1910, we have affiliations with the Southern Amateur League and the Amateur Football 
Association. 

Our home ground is Joseph Hood Recreation Ground, Martin Way, Merton, SW20 9BU.

As we are still a budding young football club we welcome any new players at all levels to join our club. So 
please put the word out to friends, family, work colleagues, people you meet at the park, at the bus stop, 
in the school playground or in the fruit & veg aisle of your supermarket!

Alternatively
Check out our website at:

 http://www.mertonfc.co.uk/ 

Where you can send enquiries and find more information about our club.



BRING ON 
THE FESTIVITIES

2 I CHAIRMAN’S CORNER

We don’t often have a clean sweep of defeats on a given weekend, but alas that is what 
transpired over the weekend. The results belied some good football though, and in par-
ticular the 6s enjoyed a very entertaining game against Bank of England. The result wasn’t 
quite what they wanted, but they can be proud of a very impressive season. Well done to 
the Youth as well, who enjoyed another strong Sunday.

This weekend we turn our attentions to the first of three bumper end-of-season events – 
Long Good Friday. On the go will be Youth games, a Vets game (11am) and a senior game 
against Raynes Park-based oppo (1pm). It’s a wonderful chance for everyone associated 
with the club – young, old and ‘medium’ – to integrate with each other, and it should be 
an entertaining afternoon. For those who aren’t playing, do make an effort to pop down 
and be a part of the festivities. And for those who are playing, please confirm as much 
either by commenting on the recent Facebook post or messaging Toddy.

Thereafter, we have the Merton World Cup on Saturday 13th May. This will be a six-a-side 
tournament, with 8 teams and a World Cup-style format with group games, semi finals 
and a final. It will be followed by a barbecue and drinks in the bar as always. Once again, 
please confirm your availability when asked to do so. For this event in particular, it will be 
important to have accurate numbers so as to plan it well.

And the third event, of course, is Awards night on Saturday 27th May. This will likely in-
volve an inter-club friendly, a penalty shootout, the FA Cup Final, the awards themselves, 
and of course plenty of ‘festivities’ into the evening. Not one to be missed.

Finally, a quick word about discipline. We’ve really shifted in the right direction this year, 
and although there remains room for improvement, it is good to see the number of yellow 
and red cards having dropped considerably from last season. In particular, we’d like to say 
well done to the 5s and 6s, who amassed just three yellows each. Congrats to all, and let’s 
look to reduce this even further next season, and uphold the ‘Merton Way’.



3  I Events

MERTON FC – 2017 EVENTS 
MARCH - JUNE

  PS. we now show live premier league games in the bar after football on Saturday’s

FRIDAY 14th APRIL -
THE LONG GOOD FRIDAY - JOSEPH HOOD – 

11AM START (PROMPT)

The annual Long Good Friday Event returns 
at Merton, VETS GAME with the legends from 
Old West Citz, Merton X1 friendlies, YOUTH 
GAMES and SENIOR FRIENDLIES much more. 
Hot food + hot cross buns in the bar – with a 
good old drink and catch up to celebrate the 
start of Easter. Not one to miss!! 

SATURDAY 13th MAY
 1PM to 10PM, Joseph Hood

Merton FC is staging its inaugural 5/6-a-side 
World Cup splitting all the members & teams 
up equally & fairly! There will be two pools, 
involving a group stage, semi-finals & final & a 
PLATE competition.
FOLLOWED by a BBQ & BEER!
ALL are welcome – please join the event page 
on Facebook to state your interest!

SATURDAY 27th MAY, 
AWARDS DAY & NIGHT AT MERTON FC

- JOSEPH HOOD -
2PM START (PROMPT). 

Inter club friendly, fish n chips, the fa cup final 
in the bar & awards.

Everybody welcome!



MATCH DAYS

4  I NEWS

TURN UP ON TIME. 

If a meet time is agreed please turn up on time or 
face starting on the bench. If you are going to be 
late kindly let your manager know with a quick text. 

RUBBISH

It is important we remember that our home ground 
is a public park and we need to be careful with our 
language and also our rubbish. 

From this Saturday a dustbin will be provided out 
on the pitch and please put your empty bottles, tape 
and trash at the end of the game.

FIRST AID

We take the safety of our members very seriously 
and as a Charter Standard club we have to ensure 
that proper first aid kits with each match and 
certificated first aiders in each team.

• we need the Manager/Captain to check the first aid 
kit and ensure it has adequate contents
• any player with any health issues such as allergies/
asthma/epilepsy/heart issues should disclose 
these to the captain before the game. (inhalers are 
important for asthma)
• We also will be running an Emergency Aid training 
course in November at the Hood and we need 
volunteers to sign up for that.

VALUABLES

Please DO NOT leave any valuables in the 
changing rooms, and if a key is not available, 
take all belongings out to pitch side in your own 
kit bag or a team valuables bag.
YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED!!

SHOWERS

Teams that have an earlier kick off than other teams, 
can you please ensure you TURN THE SHOWERS OFF 
when leaving changing room. 

Discipline 

Poor behaviour a result the means the club incurs 
additional penalties and costs when club exceeds 
different tiers of penalty points (costly to club). I urge 
every player to think about how they behave and 
how they speak to Referee/s – can you improve?  
Do you think your behaviour is acceptable? Can you 
be an Ambassador for club and support Merton FC?
Most Importanly: ENJOY YOUR FOOTBALL.

Match Reports

Please send all match reports to 
Mertonwebsite@virginmedia.com. NO LATER 
THAN WEDNESDAY EVENING to be put into the 
Merton Way. (attached - The score, the team line 
up, the report and any photos taken.)



SAM’S 
SHOWER THOUGHTS

5  I EDITOR’S CORNER

I’VE RECENTLY GONE DEEP IN MY MIND AND THOUGHT OF SOME OBSCURE THINGS,  
HERE ARE A FEW THAT HAVE ROLLED AROUND IN MY HEAD:

1. Sometimes I worry people think I act awkward based on their race/gender/sexual orientation, little do they 
know I’m awkward with everyone.

2. People say “even a broken clock is right twice a day”, but being right 2 times out of 86400 is still pretty shit.

3. If cops really want to crack down on drunk driving they should go undercover as fast food drive-thru workers.

4. As a kid, gaming was one of the most expensive hobbies I could have. As an adult, I feel like I’m saving tons of 
money by staying home and playing video games.

5. Fire Drills have trained us not to give a shit about fire alarms

6. I came to school to develop an education. All I’ve managed to develop is an irrational fear of plagarism.

7. Fishing shows are considered boring, but editors of fishing shows have to sit through hours of footage that is too 
boring to be included in a fishing show.

8. When holding a cup, you are a cup holder.

9. The reason times goes by faster, as we age, is because each year becomes a smaller fraction of our entire life.

10. We use Horsepower to measure the power of a car engine, why don’t we use Sharkpower for boat/ship 
engines

FILM OF THE WEEK: 
Fast and Furious 8

SONG OF THE WEEK:
All Summer Long - Kid Rock

GAME  OF THE WEEK:
Dortmund v Monaco



MERTON FC  

No Game

1s
6  I MATCH REPORT



MERTON FC  

No Game

2s

7  I MATCH REPORT



3s

8  I MATCH REPORT

MERTON FC 0
Civil Service 5

A glorious sunny day greeted the first match of our spring cup campaign (technically the second) and 
took us to take on Civil Service 4th’s.
With the knowledge that we had had three previously tight games against said opposition we traveled to 
Chiswick hoping for a positive result to keep our interest in the competition alive.
We started the game well and in the first 15 - 20 minutes produced some decent football and had a 
couple of very presentable chances that had they been taken would have set us on the road to the win 
we required I’m sure.

That however was as good as it got for us in terms of being competitive in the game.

What followed during the remainder of the half reminded me of the red wedding episode in game of 
thrones, in short we got murdered.

Through a mixture of poor positional play, non existent communication,ball watching, and an own goal 
we went in at the break four nil down.

We have lost more than a few this season as I’m sure your all aware but other than when we lost in the 
cup to a team two divisions below us that we’re bottom of the league this was the worst performance of 
the season by a margin.

With nothing but pride and perhaps a flickering dream of an unlikely comeback the second half got 
underway.

We produced a more solid performance in the second half and credit should go to man of the match 
Lofty who put in a performance full of composure, commitment and no little skill that was an example 
for the rest of the squad.

Again we created two or three good chances after the break that could have produced a consolation 
goal but in truth we were never really in any sort of control of the game and as the match drifted towards 
its inevitable conclusion civil service took advantage our weary legs and added a fifth with about ten 
minutes left on the clock.

A day best forgotten. 

Team: Bridgeman, Rist, Di Matteo, Pearce, Welch, Iglesias, Evans, Mustard, Pitman, Fitzgerald, Zhurbiy, 
White, Benham, Chris (apologies Chris I’ve no idea what your second name is)



4s

9  I MATCH REPORT

MERTON FC  2
Ibis Eagles 9

This week saw Ibis Eagles visit Joseph Hood in the final fixture of the Spring Cup. 
On a personal level it was embarrassing day as only 4 regular 4th team players making 
themselves available in myself (Edward Plaistow), Frankie Kalogirou, Akram Choudhury 
and Kieran Lee, who on this occasion was forced to be an outfield player. Had it not been 
for the help of Darcy Evans and the majority of the 5th team (who had all played 90 
minutes already) we would have been up s**t creek! With this being a dead rubber having 
already lost our first 2 games of the tournament, all I asked from those that stepped onto 
the field was to give it their all. I believe that is what they did until tiredness started to 
show. This was evident but only going in 1-0 down at the break was. 

The second half was all Ibis. Easily finding their passes as the tired legs started to show. 
At 5-0 down, Darcy found the back of the net to give us some consolation however the 
visitors found another 4 goals to add to their tally before Frankie tapped in to double the 
Merton tally after the keeper had tipped away my (Edward Plaistow/Scholesy) curling 
effort. 
As I’m writing the match report it is worth nothing that our tally could have been tripled 
after I (Edward Plaistow/Scholesy again!) hit the bar with a sublime chip from 20 yards 
after finding the keeper stuck to his near post.
All in all it was a disappointing day and end to the season. I just hope that next season my 
players will be more committed than me! 

Starting Line-up:- Sam Singer-Ripley (GK), Delman Babaker, Darren Avey, Steve Burchell, 
Edward Plaistow, Frankie Kalogirou, Darcy Evans, Akram Choudhury, Dwayne Bedford, 
Clive Corrigon, Kieran Lee

Subs: Luke Newman, Dulanie Richards

Man of the Match: Akram Choudhury

Dick of the Day: Could go to all the regular  4s (apart from Joe Plumridge and Aaron Loftus 
who told me the week before they wasn’t available) but has to go to John Gridley for 
deciding a day at the seaside is more important!



5s
10  I MATCH REPORT

 MERTON FC 1
 Polytechnic FC 2

Saturday 8th April, 2017 will long live in the memory of the Mighty 5s players who attended this game[s] – 
probably not quite as much for the football, but we will get to that bit later.

If I may, I would like to take a few lines to be serious for a change. There are two ways of looking at this season; one 
is of sheer disappointment that promotion was well within our grasp, and yet we did an Arsenal and threw it away 
at the last minute, clinging to 4th as I write this report. But the way I think of it is a season where we were greatly 
improved from last season. We looked strong, played some good football and remained competitive in pretty 
much all the games we played. There are some good positives to build on to mount a serious drive for the title 
next year – so well done to the team for the improvement shown and the only way is up from here!
So, without further ado - the match report. With our promotion chances more or less null, and Poly already having 
won the league, this game was a “dead rubber” – as pointless as giving D a condom for his birthday, and as dead a 
rubber as Tigs’s ankle after the first 30 minutes. But still, as professionals we were still going all out to win.

The game was quite balanced at the start, with them perhaps shading possession and stroking it around with the 
confidence of a side that had already won the league. We were, however, dealing with their threat quite well. That’s 
until Stevey B momentarily forgot where he was. Clearly thinking that he was in the opposition’s box, he stuck out 
an instinctive knee towards the ball, and the ball flew into the back of the net from 12 yards out. Terrific finish – if 
that was Lionel Messi people would be talking about it for years. Unfortunately, 10 minutes later he realised that it 
was indeed his own goal, that he was still 2 away from Ryan’s goal tally this season, and that we were one down at 
half time.

The second goal was equally as calamitous. A ball into the box resulted in a scramble, and with the 5s unable to 
clear, their midfielder strolled in and rolled the ball into an empty net. We went into the half time break 2-0 down 
and 2 players down – Tigs with the heart of a lion but a body made of glass going off for an unfortunate turn of the 
ankle, and our hot stuff on the left burning out on his first game back from injury. The signs were not looking good.
But lo and behold, we got it together after half time for a strong push. We were dominant, with their only chances 
coming from crosses which were expertly held by Sam – a part of his game that seems to have got even better as 
the season has gone on. We were stroking the ball around confidently, pressing and creating good, clear chances. 
Our breakthrough came when a good, searching ball found Steve Harvey on the right. He pulled it back for Ackers, 
who controlled his powerful strike into the bottom corner. 2-1, and the game was on.

The 5s pressed for an equaliser, and had some good chances to go level. But in the end, it just wasn’t to be. We had 
the chances but came up just short – the story of our season unfortunately. But we must look towards next season 
now and build upon an impressive turnaround from last season.

Every player for us has had a good season – I do not think we would have come as close to promotion otherwise. 
Everyone should be proud of themselves, and the awards night will be a great celebration of a great step forward 
for the 5s.

So that’s that for this season – no Naked Lee Time on this occasion. But what we did get was a night of long 
sausages, big beers in a smashing German establishment, a “better out then in” approach from our very own 
birthday boy and a calm, peaceful and pleasant night out. We have some great club events coming up including 
Long Good Friday this Friday, Merton’s World Cup and our awards night which I would expect will be well 
represented by the 5s. Until then keep it real, stay safe and I am sure we will all look forward to winning the league 
next season.

Man Of The Match: Ackers 



6s
11  I MATCH REPORT

MERTON FC 3
Bank of England 4

NO REPORT SUBMITTED



7s

12  I MATCH REPORT

MERTON FC 0
Carshalton 7

The fixture no one was looking forward to and it showed.  On a great sunny Saturday afternoon, we 
strolled up on the back of 5 games unbeaten against the champions, who have scored over 80 goals and 
only conceded 11 in 14 games. Well, no surprises as to how this pans out!
The pre- game warm up was conclude without the captain due to arriving late, but still managed to hash 
together a team talk about getting amongst them and maybe putting it about, to let them know there in 
a game… from the whistle, the 7s held it together for around 10minutes before the flood gates opened, 
it was easy to see that they were there in body but absolutely not in spirit, this was a hiding to nothing. 
With C6’s commanding a 5-0 halftime lead, the 7s made few changes, as well as b******ing from the 
captain to play with a bit of heart, the second half was by far better. Keeping it simple, C6s still run the 
game, passing freely and cutting the team apart a will, but in the final third, the 7s became more resilient, 
put the tackles in and rode there luck, even manging to win a few corners at the other end. 
Eventually, the luck run out, an own goal after a mix up at the near post sees the comer deflected straight 
in and a thunder bolt into the top comer sees the game finishes 7-0.
If there is to be a silver lining, the Home fixture was a 12-0 affair, so losing 7-0 away must be seen as an 
improvement. But still shipping 19 goals in 2 games against a team who clearly should be playing at a 
much high level, begs the question as to why they managed to be put in this division. 
On a more positive note, with only 2 games remaining, the Form guide looks pretty impressive for the 7s 
 
Team: Gubby, Josh, Dan, Tom J, Martin, Noor, David ©, Andy, Adam E, Adam , Scott
 Malcolm, Andrew D, Delman 



ANAM

HASSAN

13  I PLAYER PROFILE

1. Tell us who you are outside of the club. What do you do, how would you describe yourself? 
I work in a hospital calling up people to book appointments. It isn’t very interesting to talk about and I find 
people get bored quickly when they realise I’m not a doctor - which is awkward when I’m halfway through 
performing a prostate exam. Otherwise I would describe myself as mediocre at everything I put my hand to. On 
the pitch I see myself as a creative player, somebody who brings stability to the team through technique.

2. What was most memorable moment in your MFC career till now?
Ordinarily, scoring my first goal - for the 7s - would be my standout moment. However, it was my performance 
for the 5s two weeks later - where I grabbed an assist - which made me believe I could compete at a decent 
level.

3. What is your favourite quote?
I’m all about self-improvement and pushing myself so I tend to hark back to this boring quote attributed to 
Ernest Hemingway - “There is nothing noble in being superior to your fellow man; true nobility is being superior 
to your former self.”

4. Tell us something about yourself that most of us at the club probably aren’t aware of…
This is my first season playing 11-a-side..urm.. ever really, at the ripe old age of 28. Similarly hard to believe is 
that I’m also 28 years old. I’ve had to relearn a lot of stuff from when I was a kid, but at the same time, acquired 
extra wisdom watching all these years from the sidelines.

5. Ask a friend or family member for a reference and post their response of you...
“My Anam is not a communist. He may be a liar, a pig, an idiot, a communist, but he is NOT a porn star.” - Dad

6. Lastly, share with us your goals/expectations for the season…
To cement my place in the starting lineup for the 5s. I’ve seen Tiago step up, which provides me inspiration 
because he did it despite strong competition in midfield. But to do that, I need to settle on the type of 
midfielder that I want to be; to play deeper or start higher up.

RAPID FIRE

NAME: ANAM HASSAN
TEAM: 5S 

POSITION: CENTRE MIDFIELD
BIRTH DATE: 04/03/1989
BIRTH PLACE: LONDON

PREVIOUS CLUBS: N/A

Player of the season (at Merton): Andy Bitmead
Favourite team in the UK: Arsenal
Favourite team outside the UK: FC Messi
Childhood hero: Ash Ketchum, then later, Cesc Fabregas
Favourite word: My English teacher used to always say I was 
‘facetious’.
Favourite band: RnB or soul music. Marvin Gaye, Let’s Get it On is 
my favourite song.
Favourite food: The Chocolate
Dream job: Footballer or Music Producer



DWAYNE

BEDFORD

14  I PLAYER PROFILE

1. Tell us who you are outside of the club. What do you do, how would you describe yourself?
The devil

2. What was most memorable moment in your MFC career till now?
my most memorable moment…hmmm probably my first game with merton, started on the bench and 
within 30 seconds our player ‘harry’ got red carded and gave away a penalty. I remember thinking wtf am 
i doing here

3. What is your favourite quote?
‘Information is not knowledge’ 

4. Tell us something about yourself that most of us at the club probably aren’t aware of…
I never hold onto bad feelings, especially when it comes to football. once the match is over everything 
that happened on the pitch can stay there

5. Ask a friend for a reference and post their response of you
“he really hates losing”

6. Lastly, share with us your goals/expectations for next season…
promotion. no more no less

RAPID FIRE

                                                                NAME:  DWAYNE BEDFORD 
TEAM:  MERTON 5S

POSITION: LEFT WING
BIRTH DATE: 27TH DECEMBER 1991
BIRTH PLACE: KINGSTON, JAMAICA

PREVIOUS CLUBS: N/A

Player of the season (at Merton): Delman Babaker
Favourite team in the UK: Man Utd
Childhood hero: My dad
Favourite word: Can we swear? (if not probably idiot)
Favourite band: I don’t really listen to bands 
Favourite food: oxtail & rice
Dream job: To never work



MERTON OLD BOY’S

15 I Old Boys Corner

PLAYER PROFILE : 

Steve Balsom

Steve Balson joined Merton fc in the mid 60’s as a goal keeper, he progressed to 
play in the 1st x1 throughout his illustrious career

He one of only a few players to represent Merton fc at SAL & AFA level and earned 
caps for both rep teams. 

As a founder member of “the Merton war babies” steve played “up front” and was 
known as “goal scorer” ....

Steve is still a local lad living in Merton all of his life.
Penny Balson (Steve’s wife) played a major role is the organisation of the centenary 

dinner plus their son Nathan produced the centenary evening’s programme and 
menu.

The Balsom’s still attend most of the clubs events and Steve plays in the vets 
games from time to time.

It is hoped that they continue to support the club as we all love to see them at the 
hood.

 - *where are they now ?* (coming 
soon)

 *memories from “those were the 
days”* (coming soonest) 
* legends or leg-ends ?* 

Centenary Match: Steve on the right wearing the “war Babies” mom helmet.



16 I  Events

TOP GOALSCORERS
DOM PLUMBRIDGE

GEORGE BROBBEY

DULANIE RICHARDS

CHARLIE HOCKLESS

CALLUM FISHER

Its nearing the end of the season. Lets see how the table for top goalscorer and top goalkeepers are 
looking...   AS OF - 7/4/17.

GOLDEN GLOVE
SIRAJ DURRANI

KIERAN LEE

ALEX HERBERT

S SINGER-RIPLEY

MARK SWANN

Key

          League goals

          Cup Goals

Key

          Clean Sheet

          1 Goal

          Pen Saves



U9s

17   I YOUTH MATCH REPORT

MERTON FC  1
Walton & Hersham Youth Swans 8
NO REPORT SUBMITTED



U11s

18  I YOUTH MATCH REPORT

MERTON FC 4
AFC WALCONTIANS 0

NO REPORT SUBMITTED



U13s

19   I YOUTH MATCH REPORT

MERTON FC 4
Hampton Rangers 5

NO REPORT SUBMITTED



U14s

20  I YOUTH MATCH REPORT

MERTON FC 16
Esher Lions 1

NO REPORT SUBMITTED



U15s

21  I YOUTH MATCH REPORT

MERTON FC 

NO GAME



WHO’S WHERE
AND WHEN

22  I FIXTURES

SATURDAY 15th April 2017

1s
MERTON FC
NO GAME

2s
MERTON FC
NO GAME

3s
MERTON FC v Wandsworth Borough
Home

4s
MERTON FC
END OF SEASON

5s
MERTON FC
END OF SEASON

6s
MERTON FC
NO GAME

7s
MERTON FC
NO GAME

SUNDAY 16th April 2017

U9s
MERTON FC
NO GAME

U11s
MERTON FC
NO GAME

U13s
MERTON  FC
NO GAME

U14s
MERTON FC
NO GAME

U15s
MERTON FC
NO GAME



MERTON’S BIG FAT 

QUIZ

23  I QUIZ

1) As a player, Southampton manager Claude Puel made over 480 senior appearances for which 
French club? 

2) As of November 2016, the bet365 Stadium is the official home of which Premier League club? 

3) Which Italian side was Walter Mazzarri the manager of before arriving in England? 

4) In which year did Scotland last qualify for the World Cup? 

5) Which national side did Claudio Ranieri manage before joining Leicester City? 

6) In which city was the final of the 2016 Champions League held, between Real Madrid and Atletico 
Madrid? 

7) Which player scored the first hat-trick of the 2016-17 Premier League season? 

8) Who were the last team to win the old First Division before it became the Premier League in 
1992? 

9) Johan Cryuff passed away in 2016. How many times did he win the Ballon d’Or as Europe’s best 
player? 

10) Who was the last team to win a Premier League and FA Cup double? 

LEAGUE TABLE
QUIZ 1:  WINNER - Luke Newman, who got 2 out of 10.
QUIZ 2:  WINNER -Mark Chappell, who got 10 out of 10
QUIZ 3:  WINNER -Darren Fitzgerald, who got 9 out of 10
QUIZ 4: ???

If you’d like to partake in our trivia challenge league, please email, Facebook PM, 
whatsapp, text, or carrier pigeon your answers to the above questions to Mike Todt. No 

Googling allowed!



MERTON FC CLUB SHOP
24  I Club Shop

LOOK THE PART 
ON A SATURDAY!!

Get yourself or your partners to 
the Merton FC Club Shop and
pick-up some club attire 
and look like a proper player off the 
pitch if you’re not on the pitch!

Some great bargains and new stock 
for all your football needs.

d

MATCHDAY HOODIE
Polyester tricot construction
Ideal for pre- & post match
Full Zip with Hood
Embroided Merton FC club badge

Price: £25.00

Matchday Polo 
Shirt
Polycotton cntruction
Placket neck with contrast inner
Embroided Merton FC Club 
badge
Also Available in Yellow

Price: £25.00



25  I FANTASY LEAGUE TABLE

LEAGUE TABLE 
(as of 7/4/17)

1. KEVSTER’S ALLSTARS KEVIN LOCKE 1660  
2. DARKIES DANGLIES MARK HORSNAIL 1651    
3. POGBA DO DO DO SIMON CLAPPERTON 1648  
4. BRIAN MUNICH GRAEME COOMBS 1636 
5. ABCDE FC PETE JENNINGS 1636 
6. PARD’S DEATH DISCO ADAM PRIOR 1587    
7. A.C KERMAN LEWIS ACKERMAN 1583   
8. DOWNTON XAVI CHARLIE HOCKLESS 1581    
9. CAN’T TOUCH THIS MICHAEL TODT 1578    
10.  JURGEN’S ARMY WILLIAM CLERKE 1554 
11. BOSTON BRITS MARK THOMAS 1537   
12.  LEAVEMYARCÉLONA DARREN FITZGERALD 1524    
13.  PLANET X FC SAM SINGER-RIPLEY 1492 
14.  HOW ABOUT ZLAT?! EDWARD PLAISTOW 1480    
15.  ABANDON ALL HOPE IAIN EVANS 1473 
16.  THEYTOOKTHELEAD.COM BRIAN MEGGS 1456    
17.  NORFOLK ENCHANTS MARK CHAPPELL 1442    
18.  FUTBOLEROS RICARDO IGLESIAS 1440 
19.  BENTEKE FRIEDCHICKEN DAN RIST 1428   
20.  TBC MARTIN QUINLAN 1423 
21.  BIG BUNNY UTD MATTHEW HASWELL 1361    
22.  LEAVE-MY-ARSALONA NEAL DAVISON 1360    
23.  ROYAL EAGLE VINCENZO DI MATTEO 1336    
24.  THE JELLY MEN GLENN CARR 1325 
25.  DAVE FC OLLIE DAVISON 1176
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